Elucidating Energy Pathways through Simultaneous Measurement of Absorption and Transmission in a Coupled Plasmonic-Photonic Cavity.
Control of light-matter interactions is central to numerous advances in quantum communication, information, and sensing. The relative ease with which interactions can be tailored in coupled plasmonic-photonic systems makes them ideal candidates for investigation. To exert control over the interaction between photons and plasmons, it is essential to identify the underlying energy pathways which influence the system's dynamics and determine the critical system parameters, such as the coupling strength and dissipation rates. However, in coupled systems which dissipate energy through multiple competing pathways, simultaneously resolving all parameters from a single experiment is challenging as typical observables such as absorption and scattering each probe only a particular path. In this work, we simultaneously measure both photothermal absorption and two-sided optical transmission in a coupled plasmonic-photonic resonator consisting of plasmonic gold nanorods deposited on a toroidal whispering-gallery-mode optical microresonator. We then present an analytical model which predicts and explains the distinct line shapes observed and quantifies the contribution of each system parameter. By combining this model with experiment, we extract all system parameters with a dynamic range spanning 9 orders of magnitude. Our combined approach provides a full description of plasmonic-photonic energy dynamics in a weakly coupled optical system, a necessary step for future applications that rely on tunability of dissipation and coupling.